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SUMMARY

The object of this study was to compare emergency physician critical care services
in an American (A) and an English (E) Emergency Department (ED). A prospective
case comparison trial was used. The study was carried out at two university
affiliated community hospitals, one in the U.S.A and one in England. Subjects
were consecutive patients triaged as requiring critical care services and sub-
sequently admitted to the hospital ward (A, n = 17; E, n = 18) or the intensive/
critical care unit ([ICU] A, n = 14; E, n = 24). The study time period was randomly
selected 8-h shifts occurring over a 4-week period. All patients were treated by
standard guidelines for critical care services at the study hospital emergency
department. For all study patients mean length of stay was significantly longer for
the American (233 min, 95% CI 201, 264) than the English ED (24 min, 95% CI 23,
25). American emergency physicians spent less total time providing physician
services (19.2min, 95% CI 16.8, 21.6) vs. (23min, 95% CI 21.6, 24.4) than English
emergency physicians. American emergency physicians spent less time with the
patient than English emergency physicians: 12.4 min (95% CI 10.3, 14.5) vs. 17min
(95% CI 15.8, 18.2). American emergency physicians spent more time on the
telephone 1.8 min (95% CI 1.4, 2.2) vs. 1.2 min (95% CI 1.1, 1.3), and in patient care

discussions/order giving 1.8min (95% CI 1.4, 2.2) vs. 1.1min (95% CI .8, 1.4).
There was no significant difference in time charting (3.2min, 95% CI 2.8, 3.6 vs.

3.5min, 95% CI 3.2, 3.8). Results did not vary significantly whether analysed by
subgroups or the whole study group. American emergency physicians provided
81% of their service during the first hour. There were delays at the American
hospital until the physician saw the patient: 4.9 min (95% CI 2.5, 7.3) for patients
admitted to the ICU/CVU (Cardiovascular Unit), and 9.2 min (95% CI 4.6, 13.8) for
patients admitted to the ward. At the Anmerican hospital, ICU/CVU physicians
provided additional physician services in the emergency department whether the
patient was admitted to the ward (6.7 min, 95% CI 5.5, 7.9) or the ICU/CVU
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(12.1 min, 95% CI 8.8, 15.9). For patients admitted to the ICU/CVU 47% of the
length of stay was spent waiting for a bed to become available after the decision to
admit had been made. Emergency physicians at E provided critical care services
almost continuously during a short stay in the ED. Emergency physicians at A
provided services intermittently with most services during an initial period of
stabilization. Further study is necessary to identify what factors contribute to
these different approaches to critical care in the ED.

INTRODUCTION

Critically ill patients have a major impact upon EDs. They are given priority so
they quickly receive the intensive level of services they need (Saunders, 1987).
They are initially identified by nurse triage which has been the standard for
EDs since the early 1970's (Weinerman et al., 1966; Baldridge, 1966; Graves, 1972;
Rosen et al., 1974; Vickery, 1975). While this type of patient makes up only a small
portion of ED visits (1-12.6%) (Kluge et al., 1965; Gibson, 1970; Jacobs et al., 1971;
Walker, 1975; Engstrom, 1977; Parker, 1978; Mendenhall, 1979; Gifford et al., 1980;
LeTourneall et al., 1980; Saunders, 1987), they require a large portion of depart-
mental resources due to their high intensity of service needs. Once they have had
a period of evaluation and stabilization, these patients are admitted to the hospital
for continuation of their care.
Emergency departments in America and England both manage critically ill

patients. Yet, there are many differences between the health care systems of the
two countries (Rutherford, 1983; Navarro, 1985; Reinhardt, 1985; Lister, 1986). The
objective of this study was to examine for differences in the delivery of emergency
physician critical care services in an A and an E ED.

METHODS

This was a prospective study of consecutive patients requiring critical care services
in the ED and subsequently admitted to the hospital. Each hospital had nurse
triage systems with patients identified on arrival in the ED as critical, emergent,
urgent or non-urgent. Patients triaged as emergent and subsequently admitted to
the critical care unit (CCU) or hospital ward were included in the study. The
patients were collected from randomly selected ED shifts over a 4-week period at
each hospital.
At A 31 study patients were entered with 17 admitted to the hospital ward

and 14 to the CCU. Thirty-seven other patients were excluded at A. Nineteen of
these patients were excluded because they were initially triaged as emergent but
subsequently were not admitted to the hospital. Seventeen of these patients were
excluded because they were transferred to an ED observation bed for a mean of
12h of observation before the decision on disposition. The observation services
are ED services in addition to the initial evaluation and stabilization of the
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Critical care by emergency physicians 147

patient. Only one-third of American hospitals have ED observation beds such as
in the study hospital with the other hospitals admitting or discharging patients
after the initial evaluation (Yealy et al., 1989). Three of the 17 observation patients
were admitted after observation and 14 of the 17 were discharged home without
hospital admission after observation. The diagnoses of those patients discharged
were: ten with chest pain; two with hematemesis; one with seizure; and one with
palpitations. One patient was excluded who presented to the ED as a cardio-
pulmonary arrest. This type of patient service was also considered different to the
study population. Cardiopulmonary arrest patients are triaged as critical, and not
as emergent, on their presentation. Also only 20-30% are successfully resuscitated
to be admitted to the hospital in contrast to the critical care patients who are, by
definition, patients admitted to the hospital.
At E, 42 study patients were entered into the study with 18 admitted to the

hospital ward and 24 to the CCU. Three other patients, who presented to the
hospital with cardiopulmonary arrest, were excluded.
The study hospitals were university affiliated community hospitals in the

United States and in England. Staffing at A was by two or three full-time emergency
physicians with one or two medical house officers (1-3 years after medical school).
The staffing at E was by five or six senior house officers (2-4 years after medical
school) and one registrar. The A and E EDs saw similar numbers of patients each
year (47000 vs. 46000). The types of illnesses of the study patients were similar at
the two hospitals (Table 1). In both departments the Director/Consultant did not
see patients during the study period.
The same investigator did all time measurements with data entered on written

sheets. Time was measured to the nearest minute. Data was later entered on
Quattro Pro computer spreadsheet for collation and calculations. Two tailed t-tests
were carried out. Statistical significance was determined by confidence intervals of
the means and their differences (Gardner & Altman, 1989).

Table 1. Diagnoses of critical care patients

American English
n n

Chest Pain 15 23
Dyspnoea 9 0
(CHF, COPD, asthma)
Syncope (collapsed) 1 6
Trauma 1 10
Seizure 1 0
CVA 4 1
GI Bleed 0 1
Pneumothorax 0 1

Total 31 42
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148 L. G. Graff et al.

RESULTS

The length of time patients stayed in the ED differed significantly in E as compared
with A (Fig. 1). In the E ED critical care patients spent only a short time (less than
30min) in the department; the decision about admission was prompt and made
without extensive testing. In contrast, at the A ED critical care patients spent a

prolonged time (3-4h) in the department.
The time spent by emergency physicians caring for critically ill patients was

significantly greater in the E compared with the A ED (Table 2). Emergency phys-
icians at A spent less total time providing services and less time with the patient.
However, they spent more time on the phone and in patient care discussions/
orders. There was no significant difference in time spent charting. These results
were the same when analysed by the subgroups of patients admitted to the ward
or patients admitted to the critical care units.

Additional aspects of emergency physician services at the A ED were analysed
(Table 3). There were time delays until the patient was seen by the emergency
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Fig. 1. Length of emergency physician critical care services in the emergency department.

Table 2. Emergency physician critical care (all patients)

American English
minutes (95% CI) minutes (95% CI) P

Patient LOS* 233 (201, 264) 24 (23, 25) <0.01
Total EP Time 19.2 (16.8, 21.6) 23 (21.6, 24.4) <0.01

with patient 12.4 (10.3, 14.5) 17 (15.8, 18.2) <0.01
on phone 1.8 (1.4, 2.2) 1.2 (1.1, 1.3) <0.01
discuss/order 1.8 (1.4, 2.2) 1.1 (0.8, 1.4) <0.01
charting 3.2 (2.8, 3.6) 3.5 (3.2, 3.8) n.s.

* Length of stay.
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Critical care by emergency physicians 149

Table 3. Breakdown of American emergency physician critical
care services

Admit to CVU Admit to ward

Patient LOS* 197(102.5, 291.5) 262 (190.4, 333.6)
Delay til see EP 4.9 (2.5, 7.3) 9.2 (4.6, 13.8)
Total EP Servicet 18.3 (14.9, 21.7) 19.9 (16.4, 23.4)

with patient 11.6 (9.5, 13.7) 12.9 (10.7, 15.1)
1st h 9.5 (6.9, 12.1) 10.8 (8.1, 13.5)

CVU MD time in ED4 12.1 (8.8, 15.9) 6.7 (5.5, 7.9)

* Length of stay, t 47% after patient admitted and waiting for
bed, t Time additional to EP services.

physician at A (there were no such delays at E). The emergency physicians provided
most bedside service in the first hour (82%). One half of the patient's stay in the
ED was after the patient had been admitted and was awaiting a bed. Additional
physician service was provided in the A ED by critical care unit physicians.

DISCUSSION

Patients in E spent longer periods in the ED and with the emergency physician
than patients in A.
The lengths of stay found in this study are consistent with those found in the

literature. The emphasis in E is on prompt transfer of patients to the critical care
unit. Gordon (personal communication) found short lengths of stay for critical care
patients in the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary Emergency Department, Scotland, U. K.
(mean 35min in 1988 and mean 32min in 1989). Emerson et al. (1988) also found
short ED lengths of stay for chest pain patients admitted to the CCU at Westminster
hospital in London, U. K. (mean 78min). He developed an advanced nurse triage
system to lower those lengths of stay. American hospitals do not have the same
promptness in the transfer of patients to the critical care unit. A national survey of
American hospitals in 1988 found that one-fifth of hospitals had mean waits of 4 h
or more for ICU beds to be available (Kellerman et al., 1990).
Lengths of stay of critical care patients in American EDs used to be brief. Pyo &

Watts (1970) found in Cleveland in that the lengths of stay in the ED were less
than 1.5h for chest pain patients. In the same year in Moss & Goldstein (1970)
found that 60% of myocardial infarction patients and 36% of non-myocardial
infarction chest pain patients spent less than 15min in the ED before transfer to
the CCU. In 1972 Simon et al. found the mean length of stay for chest pain patients
before transfer to the CCU was less than 60 min. Tjoe & Luria (1972) found a 90-min
mean length of stay for critical care patients in the ED at St Luke's hospital in
Cleveland. Schroeder et al. (1978) found an 89min mean length of stay for chest
pain patients in the ED at Stanford prior to transfer to the CCU.
Three factors were found in this study that prevented prompt admission of
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patients to the CCU (Fig. 2). The first delay was the 5 to 9-min wait until the
emergency physician saw the patient. Saunders (1987) found similar waiting times
for emergent patients to be seen by emergency physicians in his time study of
Vanderbilt's ED. Such delays do not seem unreasonable since time is needed for
the patient's nurse to initiate the diagnostic work up that will take an average of
2h. The nurse will triage unstable patients directly to the physician (triage class
crisis rather than emergent).
The second delay was the evaluation of the patient including a period of wait

for test results. Saunders found lengths of stay were 400% greater for patients who
had undergone laboratory tests compared with patients who did not undergo
laboratory tests. This second delay could be decreased if the American emergency
physicians made clinical decisions on the need for hospitalization without labora-
tory tests. Yet, this is not possible in the U.S.A. where uniformly there are
utilization programs that seek to prevent hospitalization of patients who clearly do
not need such services. Thus third party payors mandate that physicians document
the need for hospitalization by objective admission criteria, which for the most
part are abnormal laboratory test results.
The third delay was the wait for the hospital bed to be open. The delay found

in this study (2h) is representative of the norm. A 1988 national survey showed
one-fifth of American EDs have mean waits greater than 4 h for ICU beds to be
available (Kellerman et al., 1990). There is a scarcity of critical care beds at American
hospitals (Singer et al., 1983; Strauss et al., 1986; Teres & Steingrub, 1987). Patients
wait in the ED until they are stabilized enough for a bed in a non-critical care
area or until other patients can be moved out of the critical care unit to free a bed.
The American College of Emergency Physicians' task force on overcrowding
has not found any simple answers to this problem (ACEP, 1990). Unfortunately
the extent to which these delays affect patient care adversely have not been
documented.

Despite the difference of 3.5 h between the two hospitals in length of stay, the
total length of physician services differed by only 4 min. There was not a direct
relationship between length of stay and the length of physician services. Most of
the physician services were provided at A during the first hour. This supports

Wait for Ph,can (3.0%)

Wait for Bed (46.8%0) Wait for Tad (42.1%)

Lphyan Sevice (8.2%)
Fig. 2. Delays in admission of critical care patients.
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Critical care by emergency physicians 151

the concept of an initial relatively intense physician evaluation followed by a
second phase of continuing care/observation of lower intensity of service (Graff &
Radford, 1990a, b).
Two factors may explain the larger amount of emergency physician services at E

compared with A (Table 2). First is the difference between American and English
physicians in the use of diagnostic tests. American physicians will not usually
make the final decision on hospital admission until all the test results are back
and only a short time is spent on the history and physical exam in action. The
physician's initial evaluation focuses on determining which tests to order. For
social or medicolegal reasons the physician needs the test results to document
illness or confirm the physician's diagnostic impression of the cause of the patient's
illness. This contrasts to English physicians who rely heavily on the patient's
history and physical examination. Much fewer tests are ordered. For example, at A
disposal of the chest pain patient with possible myocardial infarction and non-
diagnostic EKG was determined by the patient's cardiac enzyme results. The
patient with positive enzymes was admitted to the CCU while the patient with
negative enzymes was admitted to an intermediate monitored bed unit. This
contrasts with E where patients with possible myocardial infarction were admitted
to the critical care unit after the initial evaluation without waiting or considering
the results of cardiac enzymes. The second factor explaining the longer time spent
with patients by English compared with American emergency physicians is the
type of physician staffing. E used relatively inexperienced physicians (house
officers with 2-4 years post-medical school) while A used full time emergency
physician faculty (mean 12 years post-medical school). Physicians in training are
not as efficient as experienced physicians. Mosdossy & Granfield (1990) found
house staff could see 1.25 patients per hour. This is less than the standard for
experienced emergency physicians which ranges from 2.5 to 3 patients per hour,
(Hannas, 1973; Cue & Inglis, 1978; Van de Leuv, 1978, Mills, 1986; Van de Leuv,
1987; Franaszek, 1988).

Provision of critical care services in the ED for extended periods of time has
implications for the staffing and equipping of EDs. More experienced physicians
are needed in EDs such as A.

Critically ill patients are in the department for a prolonged time period and
potentially dangerous therapy such as thrombolysis may be started in the de-
partment. Nurses with more advanced skills similarly are needed in EDs where
patients cannot be transferred to the CCU promptly. Use of inexperienced phys-
icians without direct supervision may be adequate in EDs where the patients
spend only a brief time before transfer (e.g., as in E), although research into
emergency medicine malpractice has shown that inexperienced, unsupervised
physicians are at a greater risk of errors (Trautlein et al., 1984; Rusnak et al., 1989).
Advance monitoring systems are needed in EDs providing critical care services
for prolonged periods: continuous vital signs monitoring (blood pressure, pulse,
oximetry), and/or ECG monitors with arrhythmia recognition, memory, and alarms.
Neither the physician nor the nurse is in constant attendance of patients who are
in the ED for prolonged periods. CCUs have one to one or one to two nurse to
patient ratios (SCCM, 1988) but EDs do not staff at this level; only during brief
time periods, e.g. in a crisis situation such as cardiopulmonary arrest or shock
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does a high nurse to patient ratio pertain. Most physician critical care services
were provided during an initial period of stabilization of the patients, although
physician services were also administered later on in the patients' stay. EDs
providing extended critical care services need procedures and staffing to provide
these services.

Physician service times for even similar tasks vary widely for different specialties
(Hsiao et al., 1988; Braun et al., 1990). This study showed very different staffing
patterns for two EDs providing critical care services. The proper amount of emerg-
ency physician service time remains to be determined for critical care patients
kept in EDs on an extended basis. This needs to be calculated irrespective of
whether this occurs for diagnostic evaluation or for waiting for the opening of
hospital beds.

CONCLUSIONS

Emergency physicians at E provided critical care services almost continuously
during a short stay in the ED. Emergency physicians at A provided services
intermittently with most services during an initial period of stabilization. Further
study is necessary to identify what factors contribute to these different approaches
to critical care.
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